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ENGLISH VERSION

PRICE LIST

60 min.: 1.400 CZK / 90 min.: 1.900 CZK

TRADITIONAL THAI MASSAGE
The technique of this massage lies in pushing
acupressure points and stretching the whole body.
During the massage the masseuse uses her thumbs,
elbows, knees, the weight of her body and even the
client’s weight. Thai massage is great illness prevention
and a way to achieve the right flexibility of your body.

60 min.: 1.600 CZK / 90 min.: 1.900 CZK

THAI OIL MASSAGE
Massage of the whole body combining a gentle Thai
massage with healing effects of aromatic oils. Helps
against sleeplessness, eliminates muscle tension and
stiffness, detoxifies the organism. Beneficially affects
the skin, body and mind.

90 min.: 2.700 CZK

THAI HERB MASSAGE
This massage is a combination of several massage
methodsand techniques. First of all, themasseusewarms
up your muscles by a traditional Thai massage. Then she
relaxes and warms your body by applying hot herbal
sachets. The procedure is finished by an oil massage
known for its positive effects on the human organism.

90 min.: 2.900 CZK

THAI LAVA STONE MASSAGE
A method using the healing effect of warmed up lava
stones. The warmth of smooth stones spreads deep
through the whole organism and induces the feeling of
calmness and relaxation. Beneficially affects the immune
system, improves metabolism, concentration and sleep.
Afterwarming yourbody youwill feel aburst of newenergy.

Thai massages are an effective remedy for the treatment of muscle problems, but also for the treatment of
long-term chronic illnesses. During themassage, bending, stretching and extrusion of energy points in the

body occur, which optimizes the energy flow in the body. Themain purpose of Thai massages is to
harmonizemind and body. The state of harmony brought about should then lead to a "self-healing" process.
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60 min.: 1.600 CZK

BACK MASSAGE
This massage concentrates on back and neck pain.
Thanks to special Thai herb ointments it eases stiffed
back muscles and relaxes your joints. It is also a very
effective migraine treatment.

30 min.: 1.000 CZK

FACE MASSAGE
The face massage positively affects your central
nervous system. It helps against face muscle
weakening, wrinkles and skin aging. Your skin will be
cleaned and regenerated.

90 min.: 3.100 CZK

THAI MASSAGE COCONUT PARADISE
Relaxation massage using 100% natural coconut oil
that beneficially affects the skin and prevents its
aging. After that follows a cosmetic-acupressure
treatment of your face, neck and head. Coconut
paradise is a great healing procedure for those who
enjoy excessive sunbathing.

120 min.: 3.600 CZK

SANSEI ROYAL THAI MASSAGE
After this unique massage you will feel reborn. A
peeling of your whole body removes dead cells of your
skin. The warm mud pack detoxifies your body. The
massage of your face will give you a youthful look. The
final oil massage clears your mind and induces the
feeling of physical and mental harmony.

30 min.: 1.000 Kč / 60 min.: 1.400 CZK

HAND MASSAGE
A special hand peeling softens the skin and pumps
blood into it. The shoulders-to-fingertips massage
brings tired hands ease and an immediate relief.

30 min.: 1.000 Kč / 60 min.: 1.400 CZK

FOOT MASSAGE
Foot massage is great for removing the feeling of
heavy and fatigue feet. It positively affects the
function of inner body organs, helps the immune
system and improves blood circulation.


